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Introduction ■ ■ ■ '

1. Following the adoption of the Statistical Training Programme for Africa

jjjgTPA) by the tenth session of the Conference of African Statisticians in
October 1977 and its approval by the EGA Executive Committee in Khartoum in

May 1978j the secretariat undertook a number of actions towards the implemen

tation of the programme,

2, The first action was tc organise the programme and to set up a regional

co-operating machinery in order that the aims of the STPA might' be achieved.

3- ' The second action was to identify the needs of the various training

centres participating in the programme, particularly as regards the most

pressing problems facing them. Subsequently, preliminary negotiations with

donor agencies "have been undertaken, especially on the question of fellowships.

4. The a&tjtyijbies concerning the curricula development are important and

although there was insufficient time to devote to it during this first year,

the secretariat has thought about the future work programme in this matter,
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5. Finally, work on dissemination of information on statistical training

activities and related inquiries has been active-

6, A brief account of these various questions will be given in this paper.

Programme organisation

7c. Following the meeting of the Working Group on Statistical Training

Needs in Africa held in Munich in August 1977? the secretariat undertook

the finalisation of the programme document with the assistance of the United

Nations Statistical Office. This programme document was subsequently .

submitted to the tenth session of the Conference of African Statisticians

and the meeting of the KCA Executive Committee.

8. A tentative allocation of students by country and by centre has been

worked out for the ten-year period 1978-1987. It has "been considered by

the Conference of African Statisticians and sent to Member States for their

comments, A number nf countries have made suggestions which have been taken

into account-in-, the revision of the relevant tables which constitute a frame

work for the organisation of the programme,,

9« Specific needs which emerge .clearly from the training estimates exercise

and which were agreed by the Conference of African Statisticians are as

follows : "

(1) . The newly independent Portuguese-speaking.countries require

special help and a separate project is probably needed because

of their specific problems?'

(2) A new course is needed at the "Ingenieur statisticien-economiste"

level by the French—language group to complement the current

operations at CESD? Paris and the Rabat Centre. The new course

sould be opened at one of the existing centres; ■ ■ "'.■■."

(3) The new French-speaking centre in Kigali should introduce a

middle-level course as soon as possible;

(4)■ The Kampala Institute; is the most difficult project in the . *

programme* It must be developed on an effective, regional, basis if :.

English-speaking professional requirements are to be met. The

Institute has currently a special problem related to-.re—organisation

„ . of the United Faticns programme in Uganda.; ■ . !. : ■r-

(5) Nigeria, the largest country of the region, has correspondingly

large requirements* The country will endeavour to pay for its ■ - ■ ■

; own training but will: _need expert assistance. It should also

envisage an interchange of students with other African countries

tc avoid isolation;
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(6) Expansion of the facilities at the University of Ghana is
envisaged as an important means cf-overcoming the shortfall in

professional training for the English-language groupo If the

Ghanaian authorities agree .with the idea,.a new project will

need to "be negotiated;

(7) The English-speaking centre of Bar es-Salaam (EASTC) which is
offering intermediate and middle level courses should increase

its capacity as soon as possible in order to meet increasing

demands in East African sub-region.

These specific needs will receive special attention in the STFA,

10. Individual Governments of the region, both user and host countries,

have been consulted about their commitments in the programme. The replies

from the user countries indicate their interest in making use of the centres

under STPA and their willingness to participate in the financing nf the programme

through the payment of the ..tuition fee portion of the fellowships for their

trainees. It should be understood that these folioships can be financed by

national or other sources. The host countries have confirmed the regional

character of their centres which are open to other African countries. They

will -continue to meet existing expenditures in the1 running cf their centres.

11. A project document entitled "Operational Support to Improvement and

Expansion of "the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA)" was

prepared in accordance with the guidanoes from the Conference of African

Statisticians and the ECA Executive Committee and was submitted to UNDP,

The Project Document which covered the period 1978-1979* made a provision for

one post of. Chief Statistical Training Adviser, one post of Statistical

Training Adviser, two posts of lecturers, for the Makerere Institute which

badly needs urgent help, the financing of the meeting of Directors of Statis

tical Training Centres and other miscellaneous items* UNDP approval was

received in July 1978.

12. The recruitment process of the two Statistical Training Advisers started

even before the UNDP approval but it was not until October 1978 that one of

them (Statistical Training Adviser) could be filled while the other, the
Chief Statistical Training Adviser? joined only in May 1979* In the meantime,

the ECA Statistics Division has assigned a staff member, on a part—time

basis, as a project officer in addition to the Chief and the the Deputy

Chief of the Division who ensure the overall supervision of -the programme.

13« The two lecturers for Makerere Institute were already in post since the .

arrangements were, intended to take over the financing from the U1TDP country . ;

IPF which was phase out progressively as from June 1978. These arrangements

are of a temporary nature and it is expected that as soon as. the counterpart

personnel will be trained, the two posts will be available for asistance to

other centres,

14» It should be noted that the project covered only an initial -period of two

years since it was hoped that financing would be taken over by the ECA regular

budget, taking into account the fact that relevant activities will be. carried
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out on a permanent basis. But. due to financial difficulties in the regular

budget, this proposal did not materialize. Therefore the project had to be

extended and it is now covering the period 1978-198lr It was revised at the

same time since UHDP was willing t" provide assistance to the STPA centres

through the regional machinery. In addition to the items already mentioned,

provision has been made3 as from 1980, for short-term consultants who will

be availably.^o..the .various centres to give lectures on. some highly speciali

sed 3un;)ec-iE'-'including new areas of statistical development; such as household

surveys, energy statistics and environment .statistics.

15» There is also a provision for training of trainers since this is an

important means of ensuring the self—reliance of the centres participating

in the programme. It should be pointed out that this provision.cannot be

used for students1 fellowships which should be financed by the uTFDP country

IPFS and other, sources. ■ ■ ■

Identification, flfj.^ejeds and preliminary negotiations with donors

l6n Missions.have been undertaken to Dar es-Salaam, Gaborone, Kigali, Yaounde,

Accra ,and Abidjan -in order to assess the needs of the various training centres

participating in the STPA and to assist in the formulation nf project requests to

be submitted to donor agencies.

17° The secretariat has also used the opportunity of- various meetings relating

to statistical training activities to discuss relevant"problems. These meetings

include :

- The meeting of Directors of French-speaking statistical training centres-

(CESD - Paris, ISPSA - Yaounde, IAMSEA ■- Kigali, SSA - Abidjan, "ENEA -

Dakar, ITPEA- Algiers) held in Paris in June 1978, Unfortunately.ECA
was unaware of the exact date and venue of the 1975 meeting

- The meeting of Directors of International statistical training institutes

held in Rabat in Hay 1979

- The meeting of the- Advisory Board of the Dar es-Salaam Centre held in

Moubassa in April 1978 and in Nairobi in February and June 1979

- The Advisory Board of the Makerere Institute which met in Mombassa

, in April 1978 and in Nairobi in. July 1979. ■ : ;;

18. It appeared from the-discussions so far held that the question of availa—,

bility of fellowships constitutes one of the most pressing problems at present.

This question is very important since- most of,- the centres participating in

the programme are expected to expand their intake to meet the national requi

rements of the countries of. the region while- some of them are presently under

utilized.

19* Another; matter of concern, ■ particularly in one or two centres, is the

availability of lecturers and short-term consultants. A related question is the

necessity :of training counterpart teaching staff to take over from the external

assistanceo
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20. Some of the centres have included in their programme of expansion the

building of new facilities.

21. Preliminary negotiations with donor agencies have been carried out on

the basis of the needs so identified. The results have been encouraging

and confirm that the agencies concerned would be willing to support the de

velopment and expansion of the individual training centres within the STPA.

22. The European Economic Community (EEC) is providing fellowships for
trainees from the African, Carribbean and Pacific countries (ACP's) under

the Lome Convention. Applications have to be made by individual countries

concerned.

23* The Commonwealth Secretariat through its Fund for Technical Cooperation

(CFTC) is prepared to consider requests for fellowships from Commonwealth

Governments,. Tentative arrangements have been worked out with CFTC to

provide a fellowship scheme for training at the Bar es-Salaam Centre and

the Makerere Institute, The results appear to be satisfactory and the arran

gements could be extended progressively for training at other centres. It

would also be most helpful if other donor agencies could give in advance every

year informal indications of the number of fellowships they could provide for

training at each centre participating in the STPA.

24« The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is already financing the

regional component of the STPA and is prepared'to consider fellowship' appli

cations through the U1TDP Country Indicative Planning Figure (IPF).

25* Bilateral donors such as the Ministry of Overseas Development (ODM),
United Kingdom, the Ministry of Cooperation and the Institut national de

la statistique et des etudes economiques (INSEE), France, the Government

of the Federal Republic of Germany, the United States Aid Programme, the

Swedish Government, have also indicated their interestin the programme. Requests

for fellowships should be forwarded to them using their normal procedures..

26, As already reported in section II, emergency measures have been taken

to solve urgent problems of financing posts of lecturers at the Makerere

Institute* Preliminary negotiations have also been carried out'successfully

with the Commonwealth Secretariat which is financing <^ne post of lecturer

for that' Institute and is prepared to consider' a request for another one.

Efforts will also be devoted to urgent problems facing other centres on this

question of availability of lecturers according to their priority needs.

27- It has been indicated that a provision has been made in the regional

component of STPA for training of trainers. It is hoped that assistance will

also come in this matter from other sources. '.. :. ;.

28. It should be understood that operations during the first year have been

exploratory with the intention' of establishing a co-ordinated approach to the

solution of problems such as fellowships. Some difficulties have been

encountered, e.g. the long time taken in drawing'-u-p^sa'Sisfactory project

documents for centres and the problem of relating fellowship procedures of the

donors to the selection arrangements of the centres. ■
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29» The overall situation will be presented in the discussions ^f item 8

cf the agenda. ■ ■ ■•.•"■ . ■"■

Curricula development

30. The work plan on curricula development includes the following 1

— .Assisting member countries in initiating training at sub-professional ■ ; .

level by developing course material and providing short-term assis

tance in lecturing ■ . .

— Assisting in development and expansion <~f centres offering professional

training programmes

— Assisting in making arrangements with respect to special provision for .

Portuguese-speaking countries

— Promoting expansion of facilities for specialized post-graduate

training

— Promoting organisation of short-term courses and seminars for

practising statisticians

— Assisting in curricula development "f the various course.

31. The secretariat undertook the collection ^f materials needed for the

detailed examination of the implementation of this work plan. The curricula

of a few centres have not yet been received and it is hoped that the necessary

action will be taken .as soon as possible by the centres concerned.

32. An informal meeting was held.with the representatives of the Portuguese-

speaking countries immediately after the Conference of African Statisticians in

October 1977.? to. discuss the ^arrangements which could be made to meet the

requirements of the group. A mission was also undertaken in Angola and Mozambique

by a regional adviser in the course of another assignment to follow up on the

matter.

33. The secretariat participated in September 1979) 0°intly "with the Institute

of Statisticians (U.E.), in the revision of curricula for the middle level and

intermediate level courses offered by the Bar es-Salaam Centre. It would "be

pleased to assist also other centres in such exercises.

34. A report has been prepared on the question of curricula development f^r

consideration by the"meeting, under item 6 of the agenda.

Related inquiries . ■ \ ■

35. A survey of the centres participating in the STPA has been conducted

covering availability of teaching staff, teaching programmes, admission

requirements, regulation'and general conditions for course participation,

tuition fees, application procedure and entrance examination, living

conditions for foreign students and other relevant information. The results

have been published in a document entitled "Directory of- Statistics Training

Centres" which will be available for the meeting as a reference document.
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36. A regional survey of statistical organisation and staffing has also been

carried out. The results are included in the background paper for the exa

mination of item 5 °f 'th.e agenda.

37* Finally", it is suggested to issue on a pori^dic basis circulars giving

information on the latest developments in STPA, the problems encountered

and the solutions envisaged. It is felt that such circulars are cf interest

to all the centres participating in the programme, the vser countries and

the donor agencies.

Conclusions

38. The brief summary which has just been presented about the activities so

far undertaken by the secretariat in the implementation of the Statistical

Training Programme for Africa (STPA) is intended to serve as background

information for the discussions which will be held under the* various items

of the agenda. However the meeting may wish to evaluate the work so far

achieved and provide guidances f^r the continuation of the programme.




